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Beating Carnot efficiency with periodically driven chiral conductors1

Sungguen Ryu,∗ Rosa López, Llorenç Serra, and David Sánchez2

Instituto de F́ısica Interdisciplinar y Sistemas Complejos IFISC (CSIC-UIB), E-07122 Palma de Mallorca, Spain3

(Dated: April 22, 2021)4

Classically, the power generated by an ideal thermal machine cannot be larger than the Carnot
limit. This profound result is rooted in the second law of thermodynamics. A hot question is whether
this bound is still valid for microengines operating far from equilibrium. Here, we demonstrate that
a quantum chiral conductor driven by AC voltage can indeed work with efficiencies much larger
than the Carnot bound. The system also extracts work from common temperature baths, violating
Kelvin-Planck statement. Nonetheless, with the proper definition, entropy production is always
positive and the second law is preserved. The crucial ingredients to obtain efficiencies beyond the
Carnot limit are: i) irreversible entropy production by the photoassisted excitation processes due to
the AC field and ii) absence of power injection thanks to chirality. Our results are relevant in view
of recent developments that use small conductors to test the fundamental limits of thermodynamic
engines.

Quantum thermodynamics is a thriving field that is5

being nourished by the cross-fertilization of statistical6

mechanics, quantum information and quantum trans-7

port [1–3]. Interestingly enough, one of its major sub-8

jects of enquiry is still connected with the problem that9

Sadi Carnot analyzed two centuries ago [4], namely,10

what is the maximum amount of useful work achieved11

by a generic heat engine? The crucial difference is12

that the working substance in classical thermodynamic13

schemes is now a quantum system [5]. This challenges14

the paradigms of thermodynamics, which are in princi-15

ple of universal validity, and calls for a revision of our16

definitions of heat, work and entropy [6–11].17

In general, the efficiency of thermal machines at both18

macro or nano scales is limited by the entropy produc-19

tion that the second law of thermodynamics dictates to20

be a positive quantity. In classical thermodynamics the21

Clausius inequality for entropy production implies a max-22

imum efficiency, the Carnot efficiency. However, this up-23

per bound can in principle be surpassed if we assume24

quantum coherence is also a resource for entropy pro-25

duction [12, 13]. The same argument also implies that a26

quantum heat engine can violate the Kelvin-Planck state-27

ment that no useful work can be extracted from common28

temperature reservoirs. Hence, understanding how the29

entropy resource can be controlled in different scenarios30

is key to achieve enhanced efficiencies in quantum coher-31

ent engines and refrigerators.32

The widespread interest in quantum thermal machines33

is also grounded on the plethora of platforms where dy-34

namics can be controlled at a microscopic scale, such35

as trapped ions [14], quantum dots [15], single elec-36

tron boxes [16], optomechanical oscillators [17], QED37

circuits [18] and multiterminal conductors [19, 20]. A38

shared property of these setups is that the quantum sys-39

tem couples to external baths with which exchanges par-40

ticles, energy or different degrees of freedom [21–23]. The41

baths have thus far been treated with well defined chem-42

ical potentials and temperatures. By contrast, the case43

𝒱𝑎𝑐(𝑡)
FIG. 1. Setup: Chiral conductor with a localized energy level.
To one of the electronic contact, a time-dependent AC voltage
Vac(t) is applied. Edge channels from left and right reservoir
are tunnel coupled to the localized state. The hot left (cold
right) reservoir has temperature θL(R) and chemical potential
µL(R).

of baths that are driven out of equilibrium are quite44

scarce [24, 25]. Such investigation is desirable and timely,45

as the control and measurement of nanoscale systems46

driven out of equilibrium by high-frequency AC poten-47

tial is being experimentally realized, providing single-48

electron sources. Specifically, we refer to the cases of so-49

called Levitons [26] in fermionic quantum optics [27, 28],50

quantum-dot pumps for metrology [29], and flying qubits51

for quantum information processing [30]. The study52

about heat and energy currents carried by such single-53

electron sources is of recent interest [31, 32].54

In this work, we show that a generic class of periodi-55

callty driven quantum devices can reach thermodynamic56

efficiencies that surpass the Carnot limit. Our pump en-57

gine (see Fig. 1) consists of a quantum level tunnel cou-58

pled to electronic reservoirs in the presence of an exter-59

nal AC bias voltage. An AC driving typically generates60

a finite input power that diminishes the efficiency. To6162

overcome this difficulty, we design an engine based on a63

chiral conductor such as those created with topological64

matter [33]. In our setup, only one input chiral chan-65

nel is electronically time modulated by an external AC66

potential. This completely avoids any AC input power,67
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allowing a high efficiency of the quantum engine, in con-68

trast to nonchiral cases. Our main finding is that such69

photonic and chiral engine boosts the heat-machine ef-70

ficiency above the Carnot bound due to a remarkable71

interplay between nonequilibriumness and chirality. Un-72

der these circumstances caution is needed in the ther-73

modynamical description that has to be adapted for a74

nonthermal bath. We adopt the Floquet scattering ma-75

trix approach [34, 35] for electric and heat currents and76

also need a generalized definition of entropy production77

based on Shannon formula for the incoming and outgoing78

electron distributions in each terminal [11].79

Floquet scattering matrix— The setup in Fig. 1 consists80

of a localized energy level (a quantum dot or impurity)81

tunnel linked to chiral edge conducting modes with a tun-82

nel rate Γ. The electrons in the left [right] input reservoir83

are described with the Fermi-distribution fL(E) [fR(E)],84

where fβ(E) = 1/[1+exp{(E−µβ)/(kBθβ)}] for β = L,R,85

θβ and µβ are temperature and chemical potential of the86

reservoir β, and kB is Boltzmann constant. We assume87

θL ≥ θR. In the static case, the scatterer has reflection88

(rst) and transmission (tst) amplitudes that depend on89

energy E :90

S(st)(E) =

[

rst(E) t′st(E)
tst(E) r′st(E)

]

, (1)

where the scattering amplitudes are denoted with ′ when91

input is from the right reservoir.92

In the presence of the external AC bias voltage Vac(t),93

whose time average is 0 and frequency is 2π/Ω, an elec-94

tron of energy E in the left input reservoir first gains95

or loses kinetic energy by absorbing (n > 0) or emit-96

ting (n < 0) |n| photons with the transition amplitude97

an [36–38],98

an =
Ω

2π

∫ 2π/Ω

0

dt eiφac(t)einΩt . (2)

(See Supplementary Material (SM) for a derivation.) n =99

0 describes the direct process in which photons are nei-100

ther absorbed nor emitted. φac(t) ≡ −
∫ t

−∞
dt′eVac(t

′)/~101

is the phase due to the AC voltage. The Floquet scatter-102

ing matrix [34, 35] Sαβ(En, E) describes the whole process103

whereby an electron of energy E from reservoir β ab-104

sorbs/emits |n| photons, scatters off the localized level,105

and finally enters reservoir α with energy En ≡ E + n~Ω,106

SRL(En, E) = an tst(En) , SLL(En, E) = an rst(En) ,

SLR(En, E) = δn,0 t
′

st(E) , SRR(En, E) = δn,0 r
′

st(E) .
(3)

These satisfy unitarity of Floquet scattering matrix,107

∑

nα |Sαβ(En, E)|
2 = 1, and

∑

nβ |Sαβ(E , E−n)|
2 = 1 (see108

SM).109

For the results below, it is useful to define the mean110

number of photons absorbed during photoassisted scat-111

tering process, 〈n(E)〉αβ =
∑

n n|Sαβ(En, E)|
2. The total112

transmission probability from left [right] reservoir, in-113

cluding all photoassisted transitions, becomes T (E) ≡114

∑

n |SRL(En, E)|
2 [T ′(E) ≡

∑

n |SLR(En, E)|
2].115

Charge and heat flows and efficiency— The time-116

averaged charge currents flowing into the α reservoir117

are determined by the above mentioned Floquet scat-118

tering matrix as Iαe = (e/h)
∫

∞

0
dE

∑

β,n

{

− δαβδn0 +119

|Sαβ(En, E)|
2
}

fβ(E), where e (< 0) is the electron charge120

and h is the Planck constant. Using unitarity, we obtain121

for α = R,122

IRe =
e

h

∫

∞

0

dE
{

T (E)fL(E)− T ′(E)fR(E)
}

. (4)

Current conservation, IRe + ILe = 0, is satisfied over one123

driving period since no charge piles up in the steady state.124

Also, time-averaged heat current flowing into the α reser-125

voir is determined as [34] Iαh =
∫

∞

0
dE

∑

β,n

{

− δαβδn0+126

|Sαβ(En, E)|
2
}

(En−µα)fβ(E)/h. Expanding En−µα into127

E − µα and n~Ω, and using again unitarity, we obtain128

IRh =
1

h

∫

∞

0

dE (E − µR)
{

T (E)fL(E)− T ′(E)fR(E)
}

+
Ω

2π

∑

β=L,R

∫

∞

0

dE 〈n(E)〉Rβ fβ(E) .

(5)

ILh is determined by Eq. (5) with a substitution (E −129

µR) → −(E − µL). Note that heat [charge] current is130

positive when the electrons flow into [out of] the reser-131

voir.132

We compute the power associated to DC and AC volt-133

age bias, in order to obtain the net generated power134

by the chiral conductor Pgen over a period. The DC135

voltage bias applied against the current flow generates136

electrical power Pe = −(µL − µR)IRe /e [5]. The time-137

averaged power injected into the conductor by the AC138

voltage is related to the time-averaged energy currents139

Iαu =
∫

∞

0
dE

∑

β,n{−δαβδn0 + |Sαβ(En, E)|
2}Enfβ(E)/h140

flowing into the reservoir α as Pin = ILu + IRu due to141

energy conservation during one AC period [39, 40]. The142

net generated power is determined by the DC power sub-143

tracted by the injected AC power,144

Pgen = Pe − Pin. (6)

Since the DC power Pe is dictated by the electrical145

flow and the injected AC power by the energy cur-146

rents, the first law of thermodynamics demands that147

the net generated power is given by the heat fluxes as148

Pgen = −(IRh + ILh ). Using Eqs. (4)–(6), the input power149

is written in terms of Floquet scattering matrix as150

Pin =
∑

αβ

∫

dE

h
~Ω 〈n(E)〉αβ fβ(E). (7)

This clarifies the time-averaged power associated to AC151

voltage in a general Floquet scattering situation. The152
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FIG. 2. Efficiency enhancement beyond the Carnot limit by the AC voltage driving. Here AC voltage is chosen as periodic
Lorentzian pulses which generate Levitons. (a) Efficiency when tuning the driving frequency Ω and the average chemical
potential µ ≡ (µL + µR)/2 (measured from the resonance level). Inset: Plot near µ = 0 for Ω = 0 (blue) and Ω = Γ/~
(green) as indicated with arrows in the main panel. (b) Total photoassisted transmission probability T for an electron of
energy E (measured from the resonance level) incoming from the left reservoir for Ω = 0 (blue) and Ω = Γ/~ (green). Inset:

the photoassisted transition probabilities |an|
2. (c) The entropy production rate assuming Clausius relation, Ṡ(C). Here,

(θL + θR)/2 = 0.25Γ/kB , θL − θR = 0.1θ, w = 0.05 × 2π/Ω, and the DC chemical potential bias is chosen for the maximal
power generation.

term ~Ω 〈n(E)〉αβ describes the energy change of the elec-153

tron incoming from reservoir β and outgoing to α via154

photon absorptions/emissions. The factor (dE/h)fβ(E)155

accounts for the injection rate of electron in the energy156

window [E , E + dE ] from reservoir β.157

A salient feature of our chiral setup is that the power158

associated to AC voltage is zero, Pin = 0, regardless159

of the form of the AC driving Vac(t) and the scatterer.160

This is a consequence of the fact that the mean pho-161

ton number 〈n〉 ≡
∑

n n|an|
2 involved in the photon162

absorption/emission by AC voltage is zero, 〈n〉 = 0163

(because 〈n〉 = eVac/(~Ω) = 0 as derived in SM)164

and the Floquet scattering matrix has the form of165

Eq. (3) for a chiral system. Then, the mean number166

of absorbed photons by an electron traveling from the167

left reservoir is also zero, as 〈n(E)〉LL + 〈n(E)〉RL =168

∑

n n|an|
2[|tst(En)|

2 + |rst(En)|
2] = 〈n〉. Besides, an elec-169

tron from the right reservoir does not absorb nor emit170

photons, thus 〈n(E)〉LR = 〈n(E)〉RR = 0. Hence, Pin = 0171

according to Eq. (7). Contrarily, in the nonchiral case172

(see SM for details), Pin is generally positive. In fact, in173

the limit of slow driving (Ω ≪ Γ/~) and zero tempera-174

ture case, the power injection is in the form of Joule’s law,175

Pin = |tst(µL)|
2 e2

h V2
ac(t), hence positive. The positive Pin176

diminishes the net generated work, and thus efficiency in177

nonchiral conductors.178

When our system satisfies ILh < 0 and Pgen > 0, it179

works as a heat engine with efficiency η [39],180

η =
Pgen

−ILh
. (8)

In static situations, it is common to compare η with the181

Carnot efficiency ηC = 1− θR/θL, i.e., the upper bound182

dictated by the positivity of the entropy production from183

Clausius relation,184

Ṡ(C) =
∑

α

Iαh
θα

. (9)

However, caution is needed for such comparison in185

nonequilibrium situations. The fact of having nonther-186

mal contacts prevents us from considering the entropy187

production written as in Eq. (9). Indeed, our results188

indicate for some regime of parameters Ṡ(C) < 0 (see189

Fig. 2(c)), seemingly violating the second law of ther-190

modynamics. To get a deeper insight, we employ the191

entropy production defined using Shannon entropy of192

the unperturbed (incoming) distribution function fα(E)193

and the AC driven nonequilibrium distribution function194

f
(out)
α (E) =

∑

n,β |Sαβ(E , En)|
2fβ(En), recently proposed195

in Ref. [11] for a periodically driven system,196

Ṡ =
kB
h

∑

α=L,R

∫

dE
(

−σ[fα(E)] + σ[f (out)
α (E)]

)

. (10)

Here σ[f ] ≡ −f ln f − (1 − f) ln(1 − f) is the binary197

Shannon entropy function measured in nats.198

A further step clarifies the deviation δṠ ≡ Ṡ − Ṡ(C)
199

of Eq. (10) from its counterpart deduced from the Clau-200

sius relation Eq. (9). Remarkably, we find a simple rela-201

tion between the deviation and the photon number uncer-202

tainty δn ≡
√
∑

n(n− 〈n〉)2|an|2, in the regime of small203

biases kB |θL − θR|, |µL − µR| ≪ kBθL and small energy204

uncertainty induced by the AC voltage δn ~Ω ≪ kBθL,205

(see SM for the details)206

δṠ ≈
(δn ~Ω)2

2hθL
. (11)
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FIG. 3. (a) Deviation of the entropy production δṠ from
Clausius relation, in the situation of Fig. 2. Inset: Compar-
ison with the slow-driving limit, Eq. (11) (dashed line) for
Ω ∈ [0, kBθL/~]. (b) Efficiency in comparison with the up-
per bound determined by positivity of entropy production,

η
(gen)
C

= ηC + θRδṠ/|ILh | (dashed lines). (c) Efficiency when
tuning the temporal width w of the Leviton, while fixing
Ω = Γ/~.

The energy uncertainty δn ~Ω is equal to the root mean207

square of the AC potential energy, e(V2
ac)

1/2. Hence,208

Eq. (11) quantifies how the initially thermal electrons209

in the left reservoir are driven into the nonthermal state210

due to energy uncertainty induced by the AC voltage.211

Results— Fig. 2 shows the result of our numerical212

calculations. In the static situation, the scattering213

matrix S(st) is modeled as a Breit-Wigner resonance214

whose full width at half maximum is Γ. As an illus-215

tration showing most dramatic effects, e.g. dynami-216

cal electron-hole symmetry breaking as shown below,217

of the AC driving, we consider the AC voltage bias of218

periodic Lorenztian pulses correspondig to the proto-219

col generating Levitons of charge e [26, 36], Vac(t) =220

h
eπw

[

∑

∞

m=−∞

1
1+(t−2mπ/Ω)2/w2

]

+ C. Here the offset C221

is chosen to satisfy Vac(t) = 0. The temperatures θL222

and θR are fixed while the average chemical potential223

µ ≡ (µL + µR)/2 and the AC frequency Ω are tuned,224

choosing the DC voltage bias (µL − µR)/e that maxi-225

mizes the generated power (see SM for details). Fig. 2(a)226

shows that when the AC driving becomes nonadiabatic,227

~Ω > Γ, the efficiency becomes significantly enhanced228

with respect to the static cases ~Ω = 0. Notably, when229

the average chemical potential aligns with the resonance230

level, the driving can even make the system to oper-231

ate as a heat engine while it does not in the static232

case, hence realizing a photoassisted thermoelectric en-233

gine [see inset in Fig. 2(a)]. This is due to the electron-234

hole asymmetry dynamically induced by the Levitons.235

As the frequency increases, the total transmission prob-236

ability T , see Fig. 2(b), shows subpeaks determined by237

photon-assisted transmissions. For Levitons, the pho-238

toassisted transition probability |an|
2, shown in the inset239

of Fig. 2(b), becomes asymmetric for photon absorption240

and emission. The analytic expression of an is written241

0 2

𝑃 gen[Γ
2 /h]

Ω [Γ/ℏ]
𝜃𝛿ഥሶ𝑆 𝜇 = −Γ𝜇 = 0𝜇 = Γ

0

1.4

FIG. 4. Generated power when the two reservoirs have the
same temperature, θL = θR = θ. The power generation is

allowed upto θδṠ (dashed lines) when the AC driving induces

additional entropy production, δṠ > 0. Here kBθ = 0.25Γ.

in the SM, which is experimentally verified by quantum242

tomography [28].243

Remarkably, the efficiencies in the AC driven cases be-244

come larger than the Carnot bound. This behavior is ac-245

companied by the negative entropy production Ṡ(C) given246

by the Clausius relation as shown in Fig. 2(c). We em-247

phasize that the efficiency enhancement over the Carnot248

efficiency is not restricted to the AC voltage of Lorentzian249

pulses; e.g. we also observe efficiencies beyond Carnot250

bound for sinusoidal signals.251

This seeming violation of the second law of thermo-252

dynamics is understood from the fact that the Shannon253

entropy production Eq. (10) is always nonnegative. Fig-254

ure 3(a) shows that the deviation of the entropy pro-255

duction from the Clausius equality, δṠ, grows as the fre-256

quency increases. Up to Ω ∼ kBθL/~, the deviation δṠ257

increases quadratically with respect to Ω, when wΩ is258

fixed, independently of the values of µ as predicted by259

Eq. (11) because the photon number uncertainty is de-260

termined only by the AC voltage driving protocol (see the261

inset). The positivity of the Shannon entropy production262

provides a new upper bound η
(gen)
C = ηC + θRδṠ/|ILh |263

of the efficiency, rather than the Carnot value. Impor-264

tantly, η
(gen)
C is not universal unlike ηC and depends on265

the details of the nonequilibrium AC potential. There-266

fore, there is considerable room to tailor arbitrarily large267

efficiencies (limited by energy conservation) in AC driven268

quantum chiral conductors. The upper bound increases269

as the frequency increases because δṠ, hence the nonequi-270

librium effect, is enhanced [see Fig. 3 (b)]. The anoma-271

lous efficiency enhancement by the AC driving becomes272

stronger when the Lorentzian pulse is more squeezed in273

the period, as shown by Fig. 3(c). This is as expected,274

because when the pulse is more squeezed, the energy un-275

certainty δn ~Ω = e(V2
ac)

1/2 becomes larger, hence δṠ is276

enhanced.277

Alternatively, the role of the AC voltage can be in-278

terpreted as a nonequilibrium demon [24]. To clarify279

this, Fig. 4 shows that our system operates as a heat280

engine, even when the temperatures of both reservoirs281

are equal, θL = θR = θ. This violates the traditional282
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Kelvin-Planck statement [41] of the second law of ther-283

modynamics. However, similarly to the above cases, the284

violation originates from ignoring the entropy deviation285

δṠ from the Clausius relation. Here, the nonequilibrium286

demon (AC driving) induces additional entropy produc-287

tion by rearranging the distribution of electrons in energy288

in a more uncertain way, while satisfying the demon con-289

dition: no injection of energy Pin = 0. Thus, the entropy290

production deviates from the Clausius equality, and the291

power generation is allowed up to the upper bound θδṠ.292

In contrast to the setups of Ref. [24], our setup does not293

need a fine tuning for the demon condition Pin = 0; the294

condition is satisfied regardless of the AC voltage profile.295

Conclusion— This work demonstrates that an AC296

driven chiral conductor can exhibit efficiencies beyond297

the Carnot limit due to the negative entropy production298

when the Clausius relation is assumed. To amend the ap-299

parent violation of the second law of thermodynamics we300

employ a positively defined entropy production based on301

the Shannon entropy applied for the incoming and out-302

going electronic distribution functions of the reservoirs.303

Interestingly, we find that the deviation of entropy pro-304

duction from the Clausius relation is given by the pho-305

ton number uncertainty of the AC driving. Chiral trans-306

port is crucial for the efficiency enhancement. Nonchiral307

conductors do not exhibit efficiencies beyond the Carnot308

limit due to the finite injection energy which diminishes309

the generated power. The regime for achieving efficiency310

beyond the Carnot limit, Ω > Γ/~, is realistic because311

with the state-of-the-art fast AC voltage of Lorentzian312

pulses of width w = 15 ps with AC period 2π/Ω = 166313

ps (or sinusoidal signal with AC period of 42 ps) [27],314

the regime Ω > Γ/~ is approachable as long as the level315

broadening is small enough as Γ < 0.025 meV (or Γ <316

0.1 meV for the sinusoidal signal), which can be tuned317

with the tunnel coupling via finger gates.318
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